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Who decides whether I will be vaccinated?
The order of vaccination results from the Regulation for Vaccinations passed by the Federal 
Government. It specifies which groups of persons are vaccinated in what order. For this, the 
Regulation for Vaccinations provides for a prioritisation of the persons entitled to vaccination. 
The state of Lower Saxony decides when to allow subsequent groups to get vaccinated. As 
initially there is not sufficient vaccine available for all persons, a prioritisation of persons from 
risk groups with special vulnerability is necessary.

How can I get an Appointment?
All entitled persons can make an appointment via the website www.impfportal- 
niedersachsen.de 0800 99 88 665 or by phone under the number . The group of over 70-
year-olds will be vaccinated decentrally at their hometowns. Appointments for these persons are 
handed out by the cities and communities.

Where will I get vaccinated?
Vaccination takes place centrally at the Impfzentrum (vaccination center) of the Landkreis 
Cloppenburg at 49681 Garrel, Am Campingplatz 7 and only with an appointment. Beyond this, 
certain groups are vaccinated by mobile vaccination teams. After Easter, also general 
practitioners are intended to be able to vaccinate. Excepted from this is the group of the over 70-
year-olds who will be vaccinated decentrally at their hometowns.

Can I also come to the Vaccination Center without an appointment?
No, a vaccination will only be made if you are among the entitled group and have gotten an 
appointment.
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Is Vaccination voluntary?
Yes, vaccination is voluntary and it is one of the building-blocks for fighting the Corona virus.

What is a Corona Vaccination?
Corona vaccinations are performed with a safe and approved vaccine. The purpose of the 
vaccination is to avoid infections or respectively mitigate their severity. 

Vaccination

Each person over 16 years has a right to vaccination against the Corona 
Virus.


